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AN EXISTENCE RESULT
FOR A CLASS OF QUASILINEAR

ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
WITH JUMPING NONLINEARITIES

Kanishka Perera

Abstract. We establish an existence result for a class of quasilinear ellip-
tic boundary value problems with jumping nonlinearities using variational

arguments. First we calculate certain homotopy groups of sublevel sets of

the asymptotic part of the variational functional. Then we use these groups
to show that the full functional admits a linking geometry and hence a min-

max critical point.

1. Introduction

Consider the quasilinear elliptic boundary value problem

(1.1)

{
−∆pu = a(u+)p−1 − b(u−)p−1 + f(x, u) in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,

where Ω is a bounded domain in Rn, n ≥ 1, ∆pu = div (|∇u|p−2∇u) is the
p-Laplacian, 1 < p < ∞, u± = max{±u, 0}, and f is a Carathéodory function
on Ω× R satisfying a growth condition

(1.2) |f(x, t)| ≤ V (x)p−q |t|q−1 + W (x)p−1
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with 1 ≤ q < p and V,W ∈ Lp(Ω). When a = b /∈ σ(−∆p) and q = 1,
the solvability of (1.1) was recently established by Drábek and Robinson ([10]).
This result was generalized to include certain off-diagonal points (a, b), a 6= b

and 1 ≤ q < p in Perera ([22]). In particular, (1.1) was solved there when
(a, b) is in a neighbourhood of a point of the form (a0, a0) with a0 /∈ σ(−∆p).
In the present paper we prove an existence result for (1.1) that extends and
complements the theorems of [10] and [22].

The set Σp of those points (a, b) ∈ R2 for which the asymptotic problem

(1.3)

{
−∆pu = a(u+)p−1 − b(u−)p−1 in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,

has a nontrivial solution is called the Fuč́ık spectrum of the p-Laplacian on Ω (see
Fuč́ık [12] and Dancer [6]). This notion generalizes the usual spectrum, which
corresponds to a = b. In the ODE case n = 1, Fuč́ık ([12]) and Drábek ([9]) have
shown that Σp consists of a sequence of decreasing curves emanating from the
points (λl, λl), where {λl} are the eigenvalues of −∆p, with one or two curves
coming from each point. It has also been shown that in the semilinear PDE case
p = 2, n ≥ 2, Σ2 consists locally of curves emanating from (λl, λl) (see e.g. [3],
[5], [6], [11]–[13], [15]–[17], [20], [21], [26]).

In the quasilinear PDE case p 6= 2, n ≥ 2, it is known that σ(−∆p) has
an unbounded sequence of “variational” eigenvalues {λl} satisfying a standard
min-max characterization, but it is not known whether this is a complete list
of eigenvalues. It was shown in Lindqvist ([19]) that the first eigenvalue λ1 is
positive, simple, and admits a positive eigenfunction ϕ1, so Σp clearly contains
the two lines λ1 ×R and R× λ1. A first nontrivial curve in Σp through (λ2, λ2)
asymptotic to λ1 × R and R× λ1 at infinity was recently constructed and vari-
ationally characterized by a mountain-pass procedure in Cuesta, de Figueiredo,
and Gossez ([4]). More recently, an unbounded sequence of continuous and
strictly decreasing curves in Σp was constructed and variationally characterized
by a min-max procedure in Perera ([22]).

Let us also mention that some Morse theoretical aspects of the Fuč́ık spec-
trum have been studied in Dancer and Perera ([8]), Dancer ([7]), Perera and
Schechter ([23]–[25]), and Li, Perera, and Su ([18]).

Our main result here is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Assume that (a, b) can be joined to a point of the form
(a0, a0) with a0 /∈ σ(−∆p) by a path that does not intersect Σp. Then (1.1)
has a solution. In particular, the problem

(1.4)

{
−∆pu = a(u+)p−1 − b(u−)p−1 + f(x) in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,
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has a solution for each f ∈ Lp/(p−1)(Ω).

For p = 2, this result is known and is obtained via the Leray–Schauder
degree, which cannot be applied when p 6= 2. As is well-known, solutions of (1.1)
are the critical points of the C1-functional

(1.5) Φ(u) =
∫

Ω

|∇u|p − a(u+)p − b(u−)p − pF (x, u), u ∈ X = W 1,p
0 (Ω)

where F (x, t) =
∫ t

0
f(x, s) ds. We will obtain a critical point of Φ using homotopy

theory and linking type arguments.
We use the customary notation

(1.6) Φα = {u ∈ X : Φ(u) ≤ α}

for sublevel sets. For a pair of topological spaces (X, A) with basepoint x0 ∈ A,
π∗(X, x0) and π∗(X, A, x0) denote the absolute and relative homotopy groups,
respectively.

2. Preliminaries on the Fuč́ık spectrum

Consider the C1-functional

(2.1) Js(u) =
∫

Ω

|∇u|p − s(u+)p

defined on the C1-Finsler manifold

(2.2) S = {u ∈ X : ‖u‖Lp(Ω) = 1}

where X = W 1,p
0 (Ω). It is easily seen from the Lagrange multiplier rule that

the points in Σp on the line parallel to the diagonal a = b and passing through
(s, 0) are exactly of the form (s + c, c) with c a critical value of Js. Moreover,
Js satisfies the Palais-Smale compactness condition (PS) (see [4]).

In particular, the eigenvalues of −∆p correspond to the critical values of the
even functional J = J0 and we can define an unbounded sequence of variational
eigenvalues as follows. For l ∈ N, let Sl−1 be the unit sphere in Rl with basepoint
e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0), denote by Sl−1 the set of odd continuous maps φ: (Sl−1, e1) →
(S, ϕ1) (i.e. φ:Sl−1 → S and φ(e1) = ϕ1), and set

(2.3) λl := inf
φ∈Sl−1

max
u∈φ(Sl−1)

J(u).

Lemma 2.1. λl is an eigenvalue of −∆p and λl →∞.

Proof. Clearly, λ1 = inf J(S) is the first eigenvalue. Denoting by {µl}
the usual Lusternik–Schnirelmann eigenvalues, we have λl ≥ µl since the genus
of φ(Sl−1) is l for each φ ∈ Sl−1. In particular, for l ≥ 2, λl ≥ µ2 > µ1 =
λ1 = J(ϕ1), so if λl is a regular value of J , then there is an ε > 0 and an
odd homeomorphism η:S → S such that η(ϕ1) = ϕ1 and η(Jλl+ε) ⊂ Jλl−ε by
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a lemma of Bonnet ([1]). But then taking φ ∈ Sl−1 with max J(φ(Sl−1)) < λl +ε

and setting φ̃ = η ◦ φ, we get a map in Sl−1 for which max J(φ̃(Sl−1)) < λl − ε,
contradicting the definition of λl. Finally, λl →∞ since µl →∞. �

In the above proof we used the deformation lemma of Bonnet instead of the
standard first deformation lemma because S is not of class C1,1 when p < 2.

Lemma 2.2. If λl < a0 < λl+1, then

(2.4) πl−1(Ja0 , ϕ1) 6= 0.

Proof. Since a0 > λl, there is a map φ ∈ Sl−1 such that φ(Sl−1) ⊂ Ja0 . We
claim that the homotopy class of φ is nontrivial in πl−1(Ja0 , ϕ1). Suppose that
φ is homotopic to the constant map sending Sl−1 to ϕ1. This gives a continuous
map φ̃+ of the upper hemisphere Sl

+ in Rl+1 with boundary Sl−1 into Ja0 such
that φ̃+|Sl−1 = φ, which can then be extended to a map φ̃ ∈ Sl such that
φ̃(Sl) ⊂ Ja0 . This is a contradiction since a0 < λl+1. �

Lemma 2.3. If α > λ1 − s and Js has no critical values in [α, β], then

(2.5) π∗(Jβ
s , Jα

s , ϕ1) = 0,

and hence

(2.6) π∗(Jα
s , ϕ1) ∼= π∗(Jβ

s , ϕ1).

When p ≥ 2, this lemma is an immediate consequence of the well-known
second deformation lemma. The case p < 2 is more delicate again because S is
only C1 then, so we will use a deformation lemma of Ghoussoub ([14]).

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Suppose that the homotopy class of the map

φ: (Dq, Sq−1, e1) → (Jβ
s , Jα

s , ϕ1),

where Dq is the unit disk in Rq with boundary Sq−1, is nontrivial in πq(Jβ
s , J

α
s , ϕ1).

Set

(2.7) c := inf
φ′∈[φ]

max
u∈φ′(Dq)

Js(u).

Clearly, c ∈ [α, β]. We will show that c is a critical value of Js.
We follow the proof of Theorem 3.2 in Ghoussoub ([14]). Consider the sub-

space L of C([0, 1]×S;S) consisting of all continuous deformations η such that

(i) η(t, u) = u for all (t, u) ∈ ({0} × S) ∪ ([0, 1]× {ϕ1}),
(ii) sup{ρ(η(t, u), u) : (t, u) ∈ [0, 1]× S} < ∞ where ρ is the Finsler metric

on S,
(iii) Js(η(t, u)) ≤ Js(u) for all (t, u) ∈ [0, 1]× S.
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L equipped with the metric

(2.8) δ(η, η′) = sup{ρ(η(t, u), η′(t, u)) : (t, u) ∈ [0, 1]× S}

is a complete metric space. For any η ∈ L, (i) and (iii) imply that η(t, · ) :
(Jβ

s , Jα
s , ϕ1) → (Jβ

s , Jα
s , ϕ1) for each t ∈ [0, 1], so η(1, φ′( · )) ∈ [φ] for any φ′ ∈ [φ].

Fix ε > 0, take φ′ ∈ [φ] such that

(2.9) c ≤ max Js(φ′(Dq)) < c + ε2,

and define a continuous function I:L → [c, c + ε2) by

(2.10) I(η) = max Js(η(1, φ′(Dq))).

Let η be the identity in L (i.e. η(t, u) = u for all (t, u) ∈ [0, 1] × S), and note
that

(2.11) I(η) < c + ε2 ≤ inf
L

I + ε2.

Applying the Ekeland’s principle, we get an η0 ∈ L such that

I(η0) ≤ I(η),(2.12)

δ(η0, η) ≤ ε,(2.13)

I(η) ≥ I(η0)− εδ(η, η0) for all η ∈ L.(2.14)

Let C = {u ∈ η0(1, φ′(Dq)) : Js(u) = I(η0)}. Since Js satisfies (PS) and
c ≤ Js(u) < c+ ε2 for all u ∈ C, it is enough to show that there is a uε ∈ C such
that ‖J ′s(uε)‖ ≤ 4ε.

Suppose now that ‖J ′s(u)‖ > 4ε for all u ∈ C. Applying Lemma 3.7 of [14],
we get t0 ∈ (0, 1], α ∈ C([0, t0)× S;S), and g ∈ C(S; (0,∞)) such that

(i) α(t, ϕ1) = ϕ1,
(ii) ρ(α(t, u), u) ≤ 3t/2 for all (t, u) ∈ [0, t0)× S,
(iii) Js(α(t, u))− Js(u) ≤ −2εg(u)t for all (t, u) ∈ [0, t0)× S,
(iv) g(u) = 1 for all u ∈ C.

For 0 < λ < t0, let ηλ(t, u) = α(tλ, η0(t, u)). Clearly, ηλ ∈ L. Since δ(ηλ, η0) ≤
3tλ/2 < 3λ/2 by (ii), (2.14) gives I(ηλ) > I(η0)−3ελ/2. Since φ′(Dq) is compact,
there is a uλ ∈ φ′(Dq) such that Js(ηλ(1, uλ)) = I(ηλ), so we have

(2.15) Js(ηλ(1, uλ))− Js(η0(1, u)) > −3ελ/2 for all u ∈ φ′(Dq).

In particular, if u0 is any cluster point of (uλ) as λ → 0, then η0(1, u0) ∈ C, and
hence

(2.16) g(η0(1, u0)) = 1
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by (iv). On the other hand,

(2.17) Js(ηλ(1, uλ))− Js(η0(1, uλ)) = Js(α(λ, η0(1, uλ))− Js(η0(1, uλ))

≤ −2ελg(η0(1, uλ))

by (iii), and combining this with (2.15) gives

(2.18) g(η0(1, uλ)) < 3/4,

which contradicts (2.16).
Finally, (2.6) follows from (2.5) and the long exact sequence of the pair

(Jβ
s , Jα

s ). �

Next we note that on S the asymptotic part
∫
Ω
|∇u|p − a(u+)p − b(u−)p of

the functional Φ in (1.5) can be written as Ja−b(u) − b and that ϕ1 ∈ Jb
a−b if

a > λ1. The main result of this section is the following.

Lemma 2.4. If a0 > λ1 and (a, b) can be joined to (a0, b0) by a path that
does not intersect Σp, then a > λ1 and

(2.19) π∗(Jb
a−b, ϕ1) ∼= π∗(Jb0

a0−b0
, ϕ1).

Proof. Since λ1 × R ⊂ Σp, a > λ1. We will show that if (a0, b0) /∈ Σp and
(a, b) is sufficiently close to (a0, b0), then (2.19) holds.

Choose ε > 0 so small that (a, b) /∈ Σp whenever

(2.20) |a− a0|+ |b− b0| < 5ε,

which is possible since Σp is closed, and suppose that |a−a0|+ |b−b0| < ε. Then

(2.21) |Ja−b(u)− Ja0−b0(u)| = |(a− a0)− (b− b0)|
∫

Ω

(u+)p < ε,

for all u ∈ S, so we have the inclusions

(2.22) Jb−ε
a0−b0

↪→ Jb
a−b

i
↪→ Jb+ε

a0−b0
↪→ Jb+2ε

a−b ,

which induce the commutative diagram

(2.23)

↗

π∗(Jb−ε
a0−b0

, ϕ1)

↘i′′∗

π∗(Jb
a−b, ϕ1)yi∗

π∗(Jb+ε
a0−b0

, ϕ1)

↘i′′∗

π∗(Jb+2ε
a−b , ϕ1)

↗

Since the points (a0 − b0 + b − ε, b − ε) and (a0 − b0 + b + ε, b + ε) (resp. (a, b)
and (a + 2ε, b + 2ε)) satisfy (2.20), Ja0−b0 (resp. Ja−b) has no critical values in
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[b− ε, b + ε] (resp. [b, b + 2ε]), so i′∗ (resp. i′′∗) is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.3.
Thus i∗ is an isomorphism. Finally,

(2.24) π∗(Jb+ε
a0−b0

, ϕ1) ∼= π∗(Jb0
a0−b0

, ϕ1)

as Ja0−b0 has no critical values between b0 and b + ε. �

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let Φ be the functional given by (1.5).

Lemma 3.1. If (a, b) /∈ Σp, then Φ satisfies (PS), i.e. any sequence (uj) in X

such that Φ(uj) is bounded and ‖Φ′(uj)‖ → 0 has a convergent subsequence.

Proof. It suffices to show that (uj) is bounded by a standard argument, so
suppose that ρj = ‖uj‖ → ∞. Setting vj = uj/ρj and passing to a subsequence,
vj → v weakly in X, strongly in Lp(Ω), and a.e. in Ω. Thus

(3.1)
∫

Ω

|∇vj |p−2∇vj · ∇(vj − v) =
(Φ′(uj), vj − v)

pρp−1
j

+
∫

Ω

[
a (v+

j )p−1 − b(v−j )p−1 +
f(x, uj)

ρp−1
j

]
(vj − v) → 0,

and we deduce that vj → v strongly in X (see, e.g., Browder [2]). In particular,
‖v‖ = 1, so v 6= 0. Now passing to the limit in

(3.2)
(Φ′(uj)w)

pρp−1
j

=
∫

Ω

|∇vj |p−2∇vj · ∇w−
[
a(v+

j )p−1 − b(v−j )p−1 +
f(x, uj)

ρp−1
j

]
w

gives

(3.3)
∫

Ω

|∇v|p−2∇v · ∇w − (a(v+)p−1 − b(v−)p−1)w = 0 for all w ∈ X,

i.e. v is a nontrivial solution of (1.1). Impossible since (a, b) /∈ Σp. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1. If a0 < λ1, then a, b < λ1 since
(λ1×R)∪(R×λ1) ⊂ Σp, so it is easily seen from (1.2) and the Sobolev imbedding
that Φ is bounded below and hence admits a minimizer. So suppose that λl <

a0 < λl+1. Then it follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 that

(3.4) πl−1(Jb
a−b, ϕ1) 6= 0.

Choose ε > 0 so small that the line segment joining (a−ε, b−ε) and (a+ε, b+ε)
does not intersect Σp. Then Ja−b has no critical values in [b− ε, b+ ε] and hence
Lemma 2.3 and (3.4) imply that

(3.5) πl−1(Jb−ε
a−b , ϕ1) 6= 0
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and that the inclusion Jb−ε
a−b ↪→ Jb+ε

a−b induces an isomorphism

(3.6) πl−1(Jb−ε
a−b , ϕ1) → πl−1(Jb+ε

a−b, ϕ1).

So there is a continuous map φ: (Sl−1, e1) → (Jb−ε
a−b , ϕ1) whose homotopy class is

nontrivial in πl−1(Jb+ε
a−b, ϕ1), i.e. for every continuous map φ̃:Dl → S such that

φ̃|Sl−1 = φ,

(3.7) φ̃(Dl) ∩ (S \ Jb+ε
a−b) 6= ∅.

Let

(3.8) F = {su : s ≥ 0, u ∈ S \ Jb+ε
a−b}

and note that, for su ∈ F ,

(3.9) Φ(su) = sp(Ja−b(u)− b)− p

∫
Ω

F (x, su) ≥ εsp − C(sq + s)

by (1.2). Similarly, for u ∈ φ(Sl−1) and R > 0,

(3.10) Φ(Ru) ≤ −εRp + C(Rq + R).

Fix R so large that

(3.11) supΦ(B) < inf Φ(F )

where B = Rφ(Sl−1), and let

(3.12) F = {A ⊂ X : there is a continuous surjection φ̃ : Dl → A

such that φ̃|Sl−1 = Rφ}.

Then F is a homotopy-stable family of compact subsets of X with closed bound-
ary B, i.e.

(i) every set A ∈ F contains B,
(i) for any set A ∈ F and any η ∈ C([0, 1] × X;X) satisfying η(t, u) = u

for all (t, u) ∈ ({0} ×X) ∪ ([0, 1]×B) we have that η({1} ×A) ∈ F .

Moreover, we claim that the set F is dual to the class F , i.e.

(3.13) F ∩B = ∅, F ∩A 6= ∅ for all A ∈ F .

It is clear from (3.11) that F ∩B = ∅. Let A = φ̃(Dl) ∈ F . If 0 ∈ A, then we are
done. Otherwise, denoting by π the radial projection onto S, (π ◦ φ̃)|Sl−1 = φ

and hence π(A) ∩ F 6= ∅ by (3.7), which implies A ∩ F 6= ∅.
Now set

(3.14) c := inf
A∈F

max
u∈A

Φ(u).

Since supΦ(B) < c by (3.11) and (3.13), it follows from Theorem 3.2 of Ghous-
soub ([14]) and Lemma 3.1 that c is a critical value of Φ.
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